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Floor Covering Edge Protectors for Walls and Floors
Blanke•Edge Protector Trim of Extruded Metal or PVC

Blanke•Quarter Circle Tile Trim

Blanke•Edge Protector Trim of
Extruded Metal or PVC Regular
or Bend-Ease (metal only).
Brass, aluminum or colored PVC.

Blanke•Triangular Tile Trim

Chrome plated brass, brass,
stainless steel, aluminum or
PVC.

Blanke•CUBELINE
Chrome plated brass, brass,
aluminum or PVC.

NEW
Blanke•Floor Accent Profile

Blanke•CUBELINE is a sleek
new tile edge protector
featuring a symmetrical “cube”
shape that complements
popular contemporary tile and
stone designs. Available in
aluminum and stainless steel.

Blanke•Sill Profile
Brass, chrome-plated brass,
stainless steel and aluminum.
Also available in bendable
version “Bend-Ease”.

NEW
Blanke•DECOLINE

The Blanke•Sill Profile of
stainless steel is specifically
designed to cover the tiled edge
of stairs and countertops where
there is a build-up of exposed
substrate and underlayment.

Blanke•Corner Protection Profile
Decorative wall profile. Brass,
aluminum or stainless steel.

Corner protection with impact
resistant stainless steel angles.
Stainless Steel.

Blanke•Corner Angle plus

Blanke•Corner Angle
Impact resistant self-adhesive
stainless steel corner guard for
application to already installed
tile.

This corner angle has
bevelled edges that taper
into the tile providing low
impact edges and a visually
pleasing fininsh. Stainless
steel.

Transition and Renovation Profiles
Blanke•Adjustable Transition Profile

Blanke•Self-Adhesive Transition Profile

Smooth transition of heights
up to 1/2". Aluminum.

Blanke•T-Transition Profile (Joint Cover)

Convenient post installation
transition strip from tile to
other flooring types including
wood, vinyl, and carpet.
Available in stainless steel and
polished brass.

Blanke•Reducer Trim

Smooth attractive transition
between flooring surfaces of
the same height where a
movement joint is required.
Brass or aluminum.

Blanke•Carpet Trim

Smooth transition between
flooring surfaces of different
heights. Ideal transition from
tile to carpet or vinyl. Brass,
stainless steel or anodized
aluminum.

Blanke•DRIVE
Designed to protect tile edge
along soft carpet and prevent
carpet edge from unraveling.
Available in brass, stainless
steel and anodized aluminum.

Smooth transition profile from
tile to concrete. Perfect in use
in high traffic load situations.
Anodized aluminum.

Blanke•CoveCover

NEW

Blanke•CoveCover is an
innovative, durable and
attractive profile, which is
especially designed for interior
baseboard applications.
Aluminum.
For more information, please refer to
the 2010 Blanke Product Catalog.

Balcony and Terrace Profiles
Blanke•BALCONY-Gutter Quarter Circle Trim

Blanke•BALCONY-Gutter Edge Protector

Protects edge of tile,
underlayment and exposed
balcony and terrace substrate.
Ideal for use with
Blanke•ULTRA DRAIN.

Blanke•Gravel Deck Edge

Balcony edge profile with
substrate cover and drain
guard for use in thinset
applications.

Blanke•BALCONY-Edge Protector / PRO
Balcony edge cover with
drainage holes for gravel and
screed systems.

Blanke•BALCONY-Edge Protector
protects substrate edges under tile
surfaces on balconies and terraces.

Blanke•BALCONY-Edge
Protector

Blanke•BALCONY-Edge
Protector PRO

Blanke•BALCONY-Edge Protector
PRO protects tile edges and exposed
substrates on balconies and terraces.
For use in thinset applications.

Expansion Joints and Screed Accessories
Blanke•FLOOREX

Blanke•Heavy Duty Expansion Joint
Newly-designed plastic
expansion joint profile with no
visible support legs and low
gloss finish that more closely
resembles actual grout joints.

For commercial and heavy
load applications; Interior or
exterior.

NEW
Blanke•Surface Expansion Joint

Blanke•CORNEX

For residential and light
commercial applications;
Interior or exterior.

Blanke•Screed Expansion Joint

Newly-designed expansion
joint for corner zones with a
one-sided (horizontal) opening
to insert ceramic tiles.

Blanke•V-Screed Expansion Joint

Mudbed expansion joints.
Available in heights of
1 3/16"–2 3/8".

Blanke•ESFLEX

Mudbed and paver
expansion joints for
sawcut insertions.

Blanke•Corner Joint Profile
Innovative dowel to eliminate
vertical movement along
expansion joint and cracks in
concrete PVC coated stainless
steel.

Eliminate mildewed caulk joints.
Available in 3 colors.

Stair and Anti-Skid Profiles
Blanke•Anti-Skid Step Strip

Blanke•HD Anti-Skid Step Strip
Aluminum/ PVC-profile for
step protection and safety,
available in 4 colors.

Blanke•Classic Stair Nose

Durable, safe and attractive
stair nose trim available in
heights of 5/16"– 3/8".

Blanke•Deco Stair Nose Profile
Stair nosing of aluminum,
brass, chrome-plated brass
and stainless steel for designer
accents at an affordable price.

Contemporary styled stainless
steel stair nosing in heights of
5/ ", 3/ " and 1/ ".
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Waterproofing and Multifunctional Underlayment Systems
Blanke•AQUA SHIELD
Waterproofing fabric that can
be applied to substrates on
walls and floors.

Blanke•AQUA SHIELD I/C

Blanke•AQUA SHIELD 12.5
Blanke•AQUA SHIELD 15
Blanke•AQUA SHIELD 20

Blanke•AQUA 10 SA
Blanke•AQUA 15 SA

self-adhesive

Blanke•AQUA SHIELD O/C

Blanke•AQUA SHIELD FLEX 12 I/C

flexible
tape

Blanke•AQUA SHIELD Shower System
A complete, easy to install
WATERPROOFING SYSTEM
for maintenance-free tiled
showers.
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A Blanke•AQUA SHIELD S Roll 125

E Blanke•AQUA SHIELD S Pan Cover

B Blanke•AQUA SHIELD S Seal Tape 12.5

F Blanke•AQUA SHIELD Pan

C Blanke•AQUA SHIELD Grate

G Blanke•AQUA SHIELD S Corners

D Blanke•AQUA SHIELD Drain

Blanke•AQUA SHIELD LP

Blanke•PERMAT

Blanke•ULTRA-DRAIN
Uncoupling system that
reduces deflection in wood
substrates and offers higher
compressive strength than
plastic rolls.

Blanke•DRAIN-Mat

Thinset applied drain mat
and crack isolation system for
balconies and terraces.
Prevents damage to tile from
moisture accumulation and
reduces efflorescence.

Blanke•SECURMAT
Mudbed applied drain mat that
helps prevents damage caused
by moisture accumulation in
exterior applications.

NEW

Tear proof, thin, rolled uncoupling underlayment reinforced
by a fiberglass mesh layer
woven into fabric that provides
crack isolation properties and
requires less thinset than other
rolled uncoupling products.

For more information on Blanke underlayment products, please refer to Product Data Sheets and Installation Instructions found on
www.blankecorp.com.
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